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Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Um9XMy881xQGwunqPhEhCGg411Rwh3x9?usp=sharingQUESTION 68A
technician notices clients are receiving a 169.254.x.x IP address following the upgrade of a server. Which of the following
ports should the technician check on the local server firewall?A. ports 20 and 21B. ports 67 and 68C. ports 80 and 443D.
port 123 and 8080Answer: BQUESTION 69Which of the following datacenter security methodologies is MOST likely to remain
usable during a network outage?A. biometric scannersB. door locksC. video surveillanceD. motion detectorsAnswer: B
QUESTION 70A network technician is implementing a solution on the network to hide the workstation internal IP addresses across
a WAN. Which of the following is the technician configuring?A. QoSB. DMZC. RIPD. NATAnswer: DQUESTION 71
Employees want the ability to use personal devices on the guest network while working out at the company gym. In order to meet
the request, which of the following policies requires employee adherence?A. AUPB. SLAC. NDAD. MOUAnswer: A
QUESTION 72Which of the following BEST describes the BGP routing protocol?A. distance vectorB. hybridC. staticD. link
stateAnswer: BQUESTION 73A customer is reporting difficulty connecting some devices after replacing a wireless router with a
new wireless 802.11ac router. The SSID, encryption and password are the same as the previous router. A technician goes on-site and
notices the devices that are no longer connecting appear to be several years ago. Which of the following is MOST likely the
problem?A. the password needs to be re-entered.B. there is a security type mismatch.C. there is insufficient antenna power.D.
there is a frequency mismatch.E. the channel has changed.Answer: DQUESTION 74Which of the following functions would be
used to securely monitor and actively manage external connections?A. VPN concentratorB. HIDSC. Load balancerD. Packet
shaperAnswer: AQUESTION 75A technician has replaced the Internet gateway router, and now no users can reach the Internet. The
technician can ping the router Ethernet port but not the ISP's router IP address. Which of the following is the MOST likely
problem?A. Faulty crossover cableB. DNS server is downC. Switching loopD. Outside interface shutdownAnswer: D
QUESTION 76Which of the following commands will display the associated IP address of a network adapter in Windows and
Linux environments? (Select TWO).A. digB. nslookupC. nbstatD. ifconfigE. ipconfigAnswer: DEQUESTION 77When
querying a DNS server for an AAAA record, which of the following is an appropriate response?A. 192.168.2.1B.
00:f3:82:99:a2:b8C. 61.23.168.192.in-addr.arpaD. 3ffe:1900:4545:3:200:f8ff:fe21:67cfAnswer: DQUESTION 78A computer
on VLAN 10 with the IP address of 192.168.1.45/27 cannot ping a computer on VLAN 20 with the IP address of 192.168.1.65/27.
Which configuration change will allow the PING to be successful?A. Replace the router with a Layer 2 switch that supports
VLANsB. Change VLAN 20 computers Default Gateway to 192.168.1.127/27C. Change VLAN 10 computers Default Gateway
to 192.168.1.32/27D. AllowICMP to pass through the RouterAnswer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest N10-007 Exam
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